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SYNTHESE :

L'optimisation de la maintenance préventive des matériels qui vieillissent avec
le temps se modélise bien par application d'une loi de Weibull à deux paramètres.
Malheureusement il n'existe pas de modèle théorique de vieillissement pour les
matériels de secours en attente qui tombent en panne lorsqu'ils sont sollicités.

Cette note présente donc un nouveau modèle de vieillissement discret
bayésien : il s'appuie sur le modèle de l'urne où chaque fois que l'on tire une boule
correspondant à la probabilité de défaillance à la demande, on incrémente une
probabilité complémentaire augmentant le risque de défaillance.

La difficulté consiste dans le choix d'une densité de probabilité a priori, puis
dans l'application du théorème de Bayes.

On remarque toutefois qu'à l'apparition de la première défaillance on peut
utiliser un modèle de Bernoulli et une distribution a priori du type Beta. Il suffit ensuite
d'associer une distribution uniforme à la loi Beta pour représenter le vieillissement.

Compte tenu des expressions analytiques ainsi obtenues, il est nécessaire de
calculer numériquement la densité de probabilité a posteriori.

Ce modèle a été appliqué à l'Optimisation de la Maintenance préventive (OMF)
des cylindres des groupes électrogènes de secours des tranches nucléaires. Ces
matériels subissent un contrôle endoscopique annuel, et un remplacement systématique
tous les 5 ans. La théorie de la décision statistique bayésienne a été appliquée pour
définir une périodicité de remplacement des cylindres, compte tenu du modèle de
vieillissement présenté ci-dessus. On montre que l'optimum se situe entre 10 et 12 ans.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

This paper deals with deriving and discussing a probability model for
optimizing the maintenance policy relative to stand by components, such as diesel
generators and breakers, which fail on demand and age. — ^

i6t
These components are relevant to the safety of Nuclear Power Plants (NPP) and

the main problem with them is the optimization of the maintenance and the
test-schedule. Indeed the effect of any test is twofold, namely : the test reveals failures
which otherwise would occur when the Power Plant would call for aid but it causes the
aging process to step up. The aging process is suspected to affect certain safeguard
équipements, but it does not exit a theoretical model component aging in function of
the demands. 'h

Sections 2, 2.1 and 2.2 of the paper are respectively devoted to the description
of a Bayesian model of discrete aging, deriving the likelihood function of the model
(data modelling) and to selecting "the best prior" (Analyst knowledge) that can be
associated to the likelihood. The aspects of numerical integration relative to assessing
the predictive reliability of the aging component are discussed in Section 2.3. Section 3
reports a RCM application of the model to components of Electricité de France
(EDF)-Power-Plants.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) is a rational approach allowing to identify the
equipments and sub components of Power Plants that may turn out to be critical with respect to
safety, to availability or to maintenance costs: only for these critical equipments will be
established a policy of corrective or preventive maintenance.

The chosen maintenance policy strongly depends on the possibility of aging of the equipment
under consideration, and of the consequence of one eventual failure, in term of risk or in term of
cost.

Component aging with time is well modeled with a two parameters Weibull Probability
Density Function (PDF). Unfortunately it does not exist a model of aging for components which
fail rarely and which fail essentially on demand. This case corresponds to the aging process of
diesel engine linings (cylinders).

The diesel generators of NPP are routinely tested (25 time per year ), during short duration
(1 hour) in average, because they are very seldom called into mission in case of real loss of power
incident: loss of both external power supply sources (400 and 250 kV), with the conjunction of
unsuccess of plant house loading (plant self supply from the main turbo-generator).

With these particular conditions, plant operators suspect that the aging of the diesel engine
linings is essentially due to the number of starts up and not due to the test operating durations.

On the second hand, and fortunately, failures of diesel linings are rare events and it is difficult
to model their probability of occurrence. Bayesian approach which allows to joint two sources of
information: expert or analyst Prior knowledge with observed data (Likelihood), to obtain
Posterior enriched probability, seems the best approach to use in case of rare events.



So in the following, we shall present a specific and original theoretical model making it
possible to determine aging of equipments which fail essentially on demand, such as diesel engine
linings, breakers, auxiliary pumps or generators....
One example relative to the determination of optimal preventive maintenance periodicity will be
given after.

2 DERIVING THE MODEL OF AGING ON DEMAND

2.1 Modeling the failure observations : the Likelihood Function

211 Probability to observe the first failure at demand n

The model developed (Clarotti, Lannoy & Procaccia, 1996) stems from the following ideas.
1. Consider an um with white and black balls and the gamble where the success consists in

drawing a white ball.
2. If after any success the white ball is put again into the um, the odds of the gamble remain

constant.
3. If the total number of balls (white balls + black ones) goes to the infinity, the Bernoulli model

is obtained.
4. The Bernoulli model is used for components which fail on demand and do not age (constant

probability of failure on demand).
5. The model for components which age can then be obtained by letting the total number of balls

go to the infinity in the case that after each success one puts into the um the white ball which
has been drawn together with v black balls.
Consider the um model in the case that the number of black balls is increased at any drawing

of a white ball. Let N and k respectively be the total number of balls and the number of black
balls at the beginning of the gamble. If the values of N and k are known, the conditional
probability Â(n\6, ô) that a black ball is drawn for the first time at the n-th step given that no
black ball has been drawn before, is clearly

k v
Posing : 6 = —, S = — ,

N N

(2)

The total number of balls being N + ( n-1) v, and the total number of black balls being
k - (n-1) v.

It is easily shown (Clarotti, Lannoy & Procaccia, 1996) that2(«|#, S) is an increasing function

of n, whose value lies between 0 and 1 for any (6,0) such that (6,8) e[0,l]x[0,+oo). By
comparison with the Weibull distribution the function A(n\6, S) can then be interpreted as the
failure rate at time n (i.e. the conditional probability of failure given the survival till the discrete
time n) of a component which ages and fails on demand. The parameter 6 is "the unknown
probability of failure on the first demand" and S quantifies the importance of the aging
phenomenon. Let us denote by Nf the random (discrete) equivalent time to failure, say of a

diesel engine or of a breaker. In view of the above we can write the Probability of failure and the
complementary Probability of success



(4)

Conditional on the knowledge of the parameters 6 and 5, the probability that the
component will survive the first n demands can be calculated according to eq. (5)

Pr{Nf > n\ 6,8} = Pr I f](Nf > j) k 8 =

n-\

= Pr{Nf > II9,8}- Yl Prl Nf >j +1
7=1

f](Nf>i)\d,8 \= (5)

= Pr{Nf > l\e,8}Y[Pr{Nf > j + 11 Nf > j,6,
;='

Indeed:
1. the statement " Nf is larger than n" is equivalent to the statement " Â ^ is larger than any

integer whose value is not larger than n"; so events (AW > n) and
1

(Nd > j) are

Jequivalent (first equation).
2. according to the multiplication law of probabilities, the joint probability of the n events

(Nd > j),j = 1,...,« factors as shown in the second line of eq. (5);

3. the third line of eq. (5) follows from the second one as f*\(Nf > /H <=> (Nd > j) .

Eq. (4) and eq. (5) together finally yield

y=l

In order to write down the likelihood function of the model we need also the probability that
the first failure occurs at time n in the case that the values of the parameters are known. The
event: "first failure at time n" can be intersected with the event "survival till time n — 1 "
because the former implies the latter and the after the conjunction we obtain the same event.
The effect of the conjunction is to make it easier to derive the probability we are interested in,
as we can write

Pr{Nf = n 16,8} = Pr{((Nf = n)f] (Nf>n- \))\6, s} =

= Pr{Nf =n\Nf>n-l9,8]-Pr{Nf >n-116,S] = (7)

= (1-e)-1 e+(n - D8 _ (i - ey-] [e+(n- \)8]

7=1

Indeed line 2 of eq (7) is obtained from line 1 by the multiplication law of probabilities;
line 3 is obtained from line 2 by taking into account eq. (3) and eq. (6).



2.1.2 Generalization of the model to field data

The most general type of data one can observe relatively to components which eventually fail
on demand is as follows
- kj components survived up to the n-th demand, i=l,...,s;
- r components failed, the failures occurred at the demands ns+l,..., ns+r.

Eqs (6) and (7) supply us with the probabilities of all the elements of the above sample D
whose likelihood function 4(D\6,8) can be constructed by suitably combining those
equations, this yields:

(i-ey*

fio+;

(8)

a= y,ny •ki + 2^n, -r
i=s+l

2.2 Assessing the prior

One difficulty could appear when combining the joint PDF of the Prior knowledge of the
analyst with the Likelihood (field data). This problem always exists but it is much simpler if a
conjugate family of PRIOR is available in choosing PDFs belonging to the same mathematic
family (Conjugate Distributions).

Unfortunately the probability model derived in the previous section does not belong to the
exponential family, and then no class of conjugate priors on the unknown parameters is
available (De Groot, 1970).

The use of conjugate priors, when these exists, enables the analyst to quantify in a
mathematically rigorous way (Cifarelli, 1991) the relative impact of the prior knowledge on the
assessment of reliability of the component of interest (Posterior Assessment of the reliability).

The very advantage of the Bayes approach with respect to the frequentist one is the
possibility of keeping under control the relative weight between data and prior knowledge.
Indeed also frequentists use prior knowledge (Clarotti, 1993).But denying the use of prior
knowledge makes the classical statistics incapable of ascertaining the reasonableness of the
results which are eventually arrived at.

In the Bayes frame, one has always the possibility of governing the interaction of prior
knowledge and data as, even when a family of conjugate priors does not exist, one can always
use heuristics for making sure that the impact of prior knowledge on the final results is not too
large.

For what concerns the case at hand, we note that the sub-sample formed from the observed
performances of the components on the first demand can be considered as a sample from a
Bernoulli distribution. Indeed on the first demand, as it can be verified by setting n = 1 in eqs.
(3) and (4), the performances of the components depend on just 8. The Bernoulli model belongs
to the exponential family and then it has a class of conjugate priors(De Groot, 1970). Yet, the
prior on 8 and 8 can be factored according to eq. (9)



We can then proceed as follows for what concerns the assessment of 7C0{9,8) :

i. we choose no[8) among the priors conjugate to the Bernoulli model (Beta distribution) in a

way that the posterior on 8 obtained by observing just the performances of the components
on the first demand, "will be shaped mainly by data" (i.e. the role of the prior knowledge in
shaping will be modest) insofar as this is compatible with "reasonable" guesses of the
unreliability of a fresh component";

ii. we choose n\{5\8) among the uniform priors to mean that, for any value of 8, no range of

values of 8 is a priori preferred except, maybe, those ranges which are suggested by
sensible engineering judgment.

2.2.1 Assessing nQ{8)

The mathematical expression of a probability density function (pdf) which belongs to the
conjugate family of the Bernoulli model (this family is referred to as a two parameters beta
family) is as follows

r(aqo)r(a(l-qo))

where T is the gamma function.
The pdf s of the above family possess the following properties (Cifarelli, 1991).
The hyperparameter q0 is the analyst's a priori statement of the probability that the

Bernoulli process being studied takes the value 1. In our case, q0 is our a priori statement of
the probability that the component will fail on the first demand (a priori statement of the
unreliability of a fresh component).

In the case of Bernoulli processes (binary processes) the sufficient statistics for the unknown
parameter 8 (the unreliability of a fresh component in our case) is the arithmetic mean of the
l 's and O's we observed. This means, loosely speaking and with reference to the performance
of the aging component on the first demand, that the "best" estimate of the unreliability of the
fresh component we can obtain from the observed data is the ratio x between the number of
components which failed on the first demand and the total number of the components we tested.

The other hyperparameter which appears in eq. (10), i.e. the hyperparameter a, is such that:
after observing m realizations of the Bernoulli process (m fresh components) the analyst's
assessment of the unknown parameter 8 will be

q0
a + m a + m

(11)

where x is the arithmetic mean of the l 's and O's the analyst observed.
Since x is the value the data "suggest" for the unknown parameter 8, eq. (11) reads:

after m observations the assessment of the unknown parameter will be due to data to an extent

r m l O O - . , c

of % and to the analyst s prior guess to an extent of
a + m a + m

In the case of the aging component: if we observed some tens of components (say 60) and we
choose for a a value one order of magnitude lower than the order of magnitude of the number of
the on test components (say we choose the value 6), then the final assessment of the
unreliability of a fresh component will be due to our prior guess to an extent of roughly 10%.
Of course the lower the value of a the milder the impact of the prior guess on the final
assessment will be but, as we shall see in a while, it is not "reasonable" to move from the value
of m farther than one order of magnitude.



The expectation of a pdf such as those defined by eq. (10) is equal to qQ. The standard

deviation <T of a pdf belonging to the beta family satisfies eq. ( 12)

The ratio — quantifies the spread of the pdf about its mean in a way that:
<?o

- values of a much smaller than — would be "unreasonable" as they would lead to extremely

flat priors reflecting the incapability of the analyst of specifying even just the order of
magnitude of the unreliability of a fresh component;

- values of a much larger than — would cause the prior to be sharply bell shaped which
%

would preclude to the data the possibility of being the "main designer" of the posterior on 6.
In order to implement the strategy sketched under task /. it must then be

qQa = \ (13)

In the light of eq. (13), very low values of a entail very large values of qQ which means that

a priori the analyst thinks that the fresh components are very unreliable and this is not "a
reasonable guess". This consideration explains why the value of the hyperparameter a must not
be much smaller than m.

2.2.2 Assessing ;rj,(<5l0)

Since we want n\{8\6) to be uniform, we have just to specify, for any value of 6, the upper

bound of the domain of variation of <5. If, on the basis of engineering judgment, we feel that
after any demand the unreliability of the component cannot increase by an amount larger than
the unreliability of a fresh component, then the upper bound of the domain of variation of 6
corresponding to a given value of 6, is simply value of 6 itself. A slightly more general model is
the one which assesses the upper bound to be y • 9 . The idea of an upper bound proportional to
the value of 6 seems to represent well the case of an aging phenomenon which is sensible but
not catastrophic and it has been assumed for the study which is reported in section 3. In general,
the problem of selecting the value of y is solved via sensitivity analyses that is: reliability
calculations are carried out over and over again with different values of / to make sure that the
conclusions one arrives at are "stable" with respect to the variation of the parameter value. This
could not be the case and then one should recognize that data are not enough to support any
"linear aging model" or even to support any aging model whatsoever. In this case, the
assessment of the aging phenomenon would be completely at the mercy of the engineering
judgment (this would not be due to the use of Bayesian methods but simply to the lack of data).

2.3 Settling the numerical integration problems

After devising a probability model and assessing a prior, the Bayes theorem permits us to
obtain the estimates of interest to safety engineers namely: component reliability, the expected
values of the unknown parameters etc.



Suppose we are interested to the probability that the aging component will survive till time
n, + n2 given that it survived till time n,, we are then to compute the following integral

\ i 0) ,s)75
\de\ds

Of course, given the involved analytical expressions of the functions which appear in the
above integrals the latter must be computed numerically but this is not too difficult a problem.
Indeed recently developed numerical integration techniques (Clarotti, Procaccia & Villain
1996) permit to compute rapidly the integrals which arise during the Bayesian analyses of data
from the aging distributions.

3 APPLICATION TO THE OPTIMIZATION OF THE MAINTENANCE OF DIESEL
ENGINE LININGS

3.1 The problem

In any EDF NPP the auxiliary electric power is supplied with 2 * 5 MW Diesel Generators,
insuring a 100% redundancy of the necessary energy, in case of incident on the plant.

The aging of certain subcomponents of the Diesel engine, such as the linings (20 per Diesel
set) is essentially governed by the number of annual starts up.

To prevent this aging, the basic present maintenance policy of linings is the following:
- each lining undergoes one endoscopie examination every year during the plant refueling.

Evidence of degradation (cracks, scratches...) induces systematic conditional maintenance,
- every 5 plant operating years all the linings are replaced (preventive maintenance). For the

most part of plant operators the linings are still in a good operability state after 5 years of
operation (about 125 starts up and 120 operating hours in average.)
It has been asked to determine the best maintenance policy of the Diesel linings.

Y
3.2 Diesef&ayes software

Bayesian Statistical Decision Theory (Procaccia, Piepszownik, Clarotti) has been used to
optimize the corrective (what to do if cracks are observed during the annual endoscopie
examination), and the systematic preventive maintenance (what is the best periodicity of lining
replacement taking into account the probability of aging failure, and the consequences of the
failure).

We shall only speak, in the following, of the second module (preventive maintenance) of a
specific RCM (Reliability Centred Maintenance) software which has been developed for Diesel
maintenance optimization : Dieselbayes.

The software builds Decision Trees for different scenarii to be tested (example, Figure 1),
such as preventive maintenance periodicities, computes the risks for the Diesel set to be called
for a mission, the number of starts up for test, the corresponding risk of failure, and the
economical impact of the failure. All the feedback experience data (5 failures,
13 degradations, 31715 demands, 479 censured data, the reliability of the grid...), and the
economical data (cost of one replacement Q=C, cost of elementary repair, Unavailability
cost..) are included in the software and can be updated.
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Figure 1. Decision Tree.

The aging risk of failure is computed with the discrete Bayesian model given above, and can
be approximated by an equivalent Weibull model in the PC version of the software.

One example of sensitivity analysis of aging calculation with the discrete Bayesian model is
given in the Table 1.

Table 1. Sensitivity Analysis of the model (n, = 171 demands; n2 = 1 demand)

Gamma
(aging rate)

0.10
0.50
1.00

Unavailability
U (n2/n,)

1.75 E-3
2.03 E-3
2.08 E-3

8 distribution

e
1.8 E-4
8.6 E-5
6.6 E-5

8.2 E-5
7.1 E-5
6.8 E-5

5 distribution

5
9.3 E-6

1.15 E-5
1.2 E-5

Cf
2.7 E-6
3.1 E-6
3.1 E-6

The more coherent result between data and Prior corresponds to gamma = 1, 6 is the
probability of failure at the first demand of the fresh component. The aging is important
because the conditional probability of failure at 172 demands is 2.1 E-3/d (compared to
6.6 E-5/d).

Applicating these results in the Decision Tree it is found that the optimal preventive
maintenance periodicity is about 10 years (Figure 2).

Loss function

1.00 H
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

Preventive
Maintenance
Periodicity

-i—i—• (years)

0 10 20
Figure 2. Determination of the optimal periodicity of Preventive Maintenance of Diesel Lining.
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4 CONCLUSION

It has been shown in this paper that it is possible to modelize discrete aging of equipments
(aging on demand) in using Bayesian inference.

This modeling has been used in a Decision Tree to determine the optimal preventive
maintenance periodicity of Diesel engine linings.

The result is an extension of this periodicity from 5 years to 10 years, with practically the
same limited risk, but with a substantial economical gain when regarding a population of
120 Diesel Generators.
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